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Melbourne 15°C - 30°C . Partly cloudy.

Eight men arrested over 'race attack' on two Indians in Swanston Street
Antonia Magee, Wayne Flower
comments

Herald Sun

January 26, 2010 7:43AM
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UPDATE 9.06am: AN Indian man will undergo microsurgery later today after a race attack
for which eight have been arrested.
Eight men have been arrested after the attack on two Indian students last night on the corner of
Swanston and La Trobe streets in central Melbourne.
The two men - aged 18 and 22 - were allegedly approached by a group of 10 people about
10.20pm.
The group allegedly made several comments to the two men before the 18-year-old was pushed
to the ground and kicked by a number of people from the group.
His ear was also cut with some kind of a weapon during the attack
Leading Senior Constable Kendra Jackson said some the comments were said to be racist.
"There were allegations that there were racial comments made," Sen-Constable Jackson said.
The 22-year-old was also punched to the ground and suffered minor abrasions to the forearm.
Related Coverage

The offenders were described as being of Asian appearance.

Mornington Peninsula:
Woman held after man
stabbed

Police arrested eight men in the CBD several hours later, and they
are being questioned over the attack.

Carlton: Bystander injured in
arrest

The 18-year-old was taken to St Vincents Hospital with lacerations
to the left ear.

Hot weather: CFA alert over
BBQs, fireworks

The 22-year-old did not require medical treatment.

Box Hill Centro: Child
stealing charge no joke

The victims do not wish to be identified.
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123 Posted at 10:13 AM Today

UPDATE 9.06am: AN Indian
man will undergo microsurgery
later today after a race attack for
which eight have been arrested.

There is filth everywhere you turn in this country.

Alan of Essendon Posted at 10:11 AM Today
What are parents teaching their children these days in Australia? That's its acceptable and normal to bash and
stab people? It's becoming embarrassing to be an Australian. The world must think we are a bunch of red necks.
The justice system must show people that this sort of behaviour is not acceptable, and the powers that be must
make radical changes to liquor licences across the city.

Peter Stokes Posted at 10:11 AM Today
So the truth is out at last; the attacks are racially based. Isn't it about time the police admitted that at least a good
percentage of the attacks on Indians are by Asians, Africans, Lebanese and other ethnic minorities in gangs or
not, and that while old Australians are mostly tolerant many new Australiabs are not. I do not for a minute
suggest we curb our migration programs; let's just publicly call a spade a spade and admit that much of our
violence comes from unassimilated newcomers. Just look at the trouble at the tennis and these are often second
generation bigots. We need a determined effort to let all newcomers know that they must leave their prejudices
behind when they come here and ensure that their children identify as Australian and not the ethnicity of their
origin.
Read all 19 comments
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more hip surgery after exiting
the Australian Open last night.
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Woman held after man stabbed

A job where size really does matter

9:48AM AAP

10:37AM AAP

A MAN has been stabbed to death
at a house on Victoria's Mornington
Peninsula.

AN advertisement for a "midget" or
"large-chested woman" to be a beer
wench for a rugby series has upset
some New Zealanders.

Bystander injured in arrest

He's stuck on the phone

7:03AM AAP

Annie Sanson

A POLICE car has been rammed
and a woman injured during a
dramatic arrest in Melbourne.
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A MAN who used super glue to fix
his mobile phone thought his
problems were solved -- until he put
the phone to his ear.
6 comments on this story
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Dizzee proves to be a real rascal

Aussies set sickie record

RAPPER Dizzee Rascal has lashed
out during an Australian interview,
calling a journalist a "bitch" and
demanding that video of the
incident be destroyed.
2 comments on this story
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Supergroup: Crooked Vultures wheel into town
Mourning: Melbourne comedian Dave Grant dies
Charity single: SuBo and Take That boys pitch in

Art student trips, tears $143m Picasso

Kate Sikora

10:02AM David Higgins

A RECORD 500,000 workers took a
sickie yesterday to celebrate
Australia Day and have earned the
reputation of "un-Australian bums".
Love book : You're just too fussy, ladies
Consumer affairs : Plastics chemical banned
Compassion: Shut asylum camps - top Aussie
Abbott: Women's virginity 'a precious gift'

11:20AM By Adam Arnold of Sky News

A CLUMSY art-lover damaged a rare Picasso painting
after losing her balance and tripping onto the
masterpiece.
Massachusetts: Kerrigan dad found dead, brother arrested
Port-au-Prince: Pepper spray used on 'animal' Haitians
Los Angeles: Cancer claims Bonanza star Roberts, 81
Bogged: Missing six return safe from fishing trip
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